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1. Introduction 
Throughout this paper G will denote a compact group of Haar measure 
1, and B a Banach space. Let 2 be a vector subspace of BG which contains 
the constant functions and which has the property that if g is in 2, then 
so are all the right and left translates of g. A series of papers has deaIt 
with the following class of problems: If f satisfies (1) 
(1) f is in BG and has its differences in 2, 
what can be said of f ‘1 N. G. DE BRUIJN [l] noted that the answer must 
take into account at least two types of possibly non-measurable functions : 
additive functions, i.e., those which satisfy 
hY) = e4 f r(Y), (x, y 6 G), 
as well as functions S such that 
(2) dhs= 0 a.e., (h E G). 
Definition. ,Z is said to have the diflerence property if every function 
f satisfying (1) is of the form 
f=g+T 
with g in Z and I’ additive. .Z is said to have the weak diijerence property 
if (1) implies 
f=g+T+S 
with g in 2, r additive, and S satisfying (2). 
In several of the papers listed, the class 22 was C(G, B), the continuous 
functions from G to B; this has been shown to have the difference property 
under various conditions on G and B. In the second section we prove 
this result under the hypothesis of metrizability on G. 
1) The work of the first author was supported by a grant from the National 
Science Foundation. The work of the second author was supported by the Ohio 
State University Computer Center. 
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This hypothesis may be dropped for the abelian oase [5]. 
Theorem 2.1. If G is a compact metric group and B a Banach space, 
then G(G, B) has the digerence property. 
In general, L,(G, B) ( more exactly, the vector space L,‘(G, B) consisting 
of functions lying in equivalence classes which are elements of L,(G, B)) 
does not have the difference property. It does, however, have the weak 
difference property if G is abelian [5] or if G is metrizable and B is the 
complex numbers, Q, [6]. W. A. WOYCZY&KI [8] showed the following. 
Let CD be a Young function for which there are constants c > 0 and ZLO 2 0 
such that @(2u) SC@(U) for UZZGO. Let G be monothetic. Then the Orlicz 
space L,(Q, Q) (4, th e complex numbers) has the weak difference property. 
We shall show, more generally, 
Theorem 3.1. Let G be a compact group, and B a Banach space for 
which Ll’(G, B) has the wealc digerence property. Let CD be a Young function. 
Then LMI’ (G, B) has the weak diljerence property. 
2. The continuous functions have the diflerence property. 
The result we shall prove is slightly more general than Theorem 2.1, 
and its statement is sufficiently detailed to provide an outline of the proof. 
In place of (1) we assume 
fEBG; 
(3) the function Vhf : x --f f(hx) - f(x) is measurable (h E G) ; 
the function dhf : x + f(xh) -f(x) is continuous (h E G). 
Theorem 2.2. (3) pl im ies the following four results. 
I. The function 4: (x, y) --f f(x)+f(y)-f(xy) is bounded on GX G. 
II. A functiolz g: G -+ B is well defined by the formula 
(4) g(x)= f 4(x, y)&(y), (,u=Haar measure). 
G 
Moreover, g(G) is a compact subset of B. 
III. An additive function r: G -+ B is defined by 
f (4 = g(4 + r(x). 
IV. The function g is continuous. 
This theorem was proved in [2] for B=Q. We shall make use of this 
result in our proof and shall write N* (I*, II*, IV*) to denote the N-th 
assertion of Theorem 2.2 for the case B=Q. 
Proof: (I) F or each fixed b* in B*, the dual space of B, one may 
associate a complex-valued function f * = b* o f. Since b* commutes with 
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the difference operators, it follows that f* has property (3), with B=Q. 
Hence, by I*, the mapping 
(x9 Y) 3f*(X)+f*(Y)-f*(xY)=b*(~(X,Y)) 
is bounded on G x G. Since b” in B* is arbitrary, it follows from the 
uniform boundedness principle [3, p. 66, Th. 201, that {4(x, y) j x E G, 
y E G} is a bounded subset of B. 
(II) The hypothesis (3) and the identity c#(x, y) =f(x) - v%/(y) imply 
that, for each x, 4(x, .) is a measurable function. Being bounded, it is 
integrable [3, p. 117, Th. 221, so that (4) does define a function g. Let 
b,=g(x,), n=l, 2, . . . be any sequence in the (metric) space g(G). Since 
G is compact and metric, (xAJn=l, 2, . . .} has a convergent subsequence, 
say xn -+ x0 for n E S. Let bo =g(xo). For each fixed y, the identity 
$(xn, Y) -$+a, y) =~!d(xo) -4d(xn) 
implies, via (3), that as n increases through S, the sequence 4(x%, .)- 
-$(x0, . ) converges pointwise to 0. Now the bounded convergence theorem 
[3, p. 1511 shows that g(x,)= b, converges to g(x0) = bo as n increases 
through S. Since {b,/n= 1, 2, . ..} was an arbitrary sequence in g(G), it 
follows 14, p. 1381 that g(G) is compact. 
(III) Using (I), (II), and the definition of r one obtains 
Jvk) = s Ci;lkf(Y)%4Y) = 
= Yf ~hf(~Y)WY)S s ~d(Y)44Y)= 
= “s W(+$@+4: I Oscj(y)dp(y)= 
=J(h)+r(k). 
(IV) Let xa be an arbitrary point of G, and suppose that g is not 
continuous at x0. Since g(G) is compact, this implies that there is a net 
{x&Y E D} in G, converging to x0, for which g(x,) converges to g(xi)= 
= bl#bo=g(xo). Let b* be an element of B” for which b*(bl) f b*(bo). 
By II* and IV”, one finds that the function g” given by 
(5) g*(x)= S b*($(x, Y)M~Y) 
c 
is continuous, so that 
lim g*(x,) =g*(xa) = b*(bo) 
6ED 
where the last equality follows since the right hand side of (5) is just 
b*( I 4(x, y)d,dy))= (b” 0 g)(x) 
by [3, p. 113, Th. 191. This same observation, however, shows that 
g*(xJ = (b* 0 d(x,) converges to b*( f$ g(x,))=b*(bl), contradicting the 
choice of b*. 
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3. O&m spaces have the weak digerence property. 
We shall base our development on [7]. Let $I be a real-valued, left- 
continuous non-decreasing function defined on the non-negative real 
numbers, with 4(O)= 0 and C$ not vanishing identically. The function 
defined by 
21 
G(u)= J +(t)dt. (uz.), 
0 
is a Young function. It is obviously convex; it is clear also that there 
exist positive numbers c and uo such that 
(6) @(u)2cu, (u2uo). 
We shall say that a measurable function g from G to B belongs to the 
space LMa’ = L,,‘(G, B) if th ere is a positive number p such that 
(7) J @(ImWl)d&)~l. 
G 
Here, 1. ] denotes the norm in B and ,U the Haar measure on #. It follows 
from (6) that LMQ’ is a subset of LI’. We now define, for g E LMQ’, 
]g],= inf {p-i/ (7) holds}. Two functions, f and g are @-equivalent if 
If-glrP=O. The Orlicz space, L M0 = L,&G, B), of equivalence classes of 
functions of LMO’ may now be defined analogously to L,(G, B). We shall 
write [f] for the equivalence class of f in LM3. LMo becomes a Banach 
space when it is provided with the Luxemburg norm: 
(8) II [fl llil!m= IfI,. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1: Let all the right and left differences of f 
be in LMG’. Since LMG ’ is a subset of Ll’ and since L1’ has the weak 
difference property, it follows that 
f=g+T+B 
where r is additive, AwS’ is equivalent to the zero function for each h, 
and g lies in LI’. Absorbing a constant into S, if necessary, we may 
further assume that 
(9) ,s g(WAt) = 0. 
The problem is to show that g lies in LMO’. 
We define a function P from G into LMO as follows: 
(10) F(h) = E&g], (h E G). 
One easily verifies that F satisfies the functional equation 
(11) F(hk) = F(h) + Thy(k) 
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where Th is the right translation by h. It follows from (7) and (8) that 
the norm is invariant under Tw. Hence (11) implies 
(12) IIWWIIm~ IIWMw~+ llW4llncr~> (k k E a). 
For k=l, 2, . . . . let Sk denote the set of h in G for which the norm of 
F(h) is at most k, i.e., for which 
(13) S ~‘((l/k)lg(xh)-g(x)I)dFL(x)~l. 
G 
The integrand in (13) is a positive measurable function of x and h. It 
follows from TONELLI'S theorem [3, p. 1941 that the integral in (13) is 
a measurable function of h, and therefore that Sk is measurable. G is 
the union of the increasing sequence Sr, Sz, . . . so there exists an integer 
iV such that 
p(S,) > l/2. 
If e is any element of G, then 
p((SN-le) n S~)=p(Sij-le)+p(S~)-~((SN-le) U SN))> l/2+ l/2- l=O. 
Hence, for each e, there exist h and Ic in SN such that e= hk It now 
follows from (12) and the definition of SN that 
llF(e)llM~5 2N, (e E G), 
that is, 
(14) J ~((1/2N)lg(xh)-g(z)I)d~u(x)Il, (h E G). 
G 
We shall prove 
(15) s @((1/2~)ls(4l~444 5 1, 
G 
so that g itself lies in L,,*. Since (9) holds, the left hand side of (15) 
is the same as 
f @(WWl j (g(xh)-g(x))~~(h)l)d~(x). 
a 
Since @ is non-decreasing, this is not greater than 
,s @(UP9 d Idxh) -gC+44h)N44- 
By Jensen’s integral inequality [9, I. 241 this is less than or equal to 
(16) S S ~((1/2N)lg(xh)-g(x)l)d~(h)~~(x). 
GG 
But now by (14), (16) is at most 1. 
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